Tourism Family-Business Owners’ Risk Perception: Its Impact on Destination Development
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Abstract: In developing and sustaining tourism, destination management involves the coordination of various stakeholders, and theory suggests that securing sustainability, including stakeholder interests in decision-making and strategic planning is crucial. Therefore, understanding stakeholders’ interests and relationships is also essential. In the Austrian Alpine region, small- and medium-sized family businesses offering tourism products dominate the rural tourism landscape. However, little research has been done on how these family firms contribute to shaping the destination’s future. Therefore, through guided interviews, this qualitative study examined family-business owners’ perceptions of risks for Austrian tourism destination development. Family firms externalized such risks as labor shortage as a structural issue and neglected their responsibility to attract employees by improving working conditions. Thus, the externalization of risks to other stakeholder groups prevented family firms’ proactive approach to sustainable destination development.
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1. Introduction

To be sustainable and to remain competitive in the long run, every tourism destination must manage risk given its specific characteristics and environment. This implies that actors must first perceive these risks [1] and second that, if necessary, someone must take the responsibility to act. So far, the Tirol’s tourism has been very successful, making it an interesting example to investigate, even more so because risks like climate change may endanger its future sustainability.

In the Tirol’s Alpine areas, tourism contributes much to economic development. Accounting for approximately 50 million overnight stays in 2018, one-third of Austria’s tourism is based in the Tirol [2] because of its magnificent mountain landscapes and some of the world’s best skiing. These circumstances have implications for tourism destinations’ organization, in that “nature-based industries like rural tourism are dominated by family firms” [3] (p. 1204). The county offers 355,000 beds and 22,055 accommodation providers [4], but most are small- and medium-sized family firms operating rural tourism and thus follow the logic of a community destination model [5,6]. Rural family firms typically depend on their surrounding natural environment and aim to conserve and develop their region’s natural heritage [7]. Within community destinations, businesses are independent units operated by entrepreneurs, and no unit wields dominant administrative power within the destination [6,8]. Tirol’s tourism destinations are divided into 34 districts, each with a destination management organization (DMO) [9]. One of them, Pillerseetal, is located in the Kitzbühler Alpen, adjacent to the German border [4]. Annually, the destination accounts for one million overnight stays [9]. Following the reform of destination management at the county level, the five Pillerseetal areas merged in 2002 [10]. Today, the DMO defines each of the five areas as an adventure destination space. Thus, the DMO does not perceive itself as a strong brand, but rather as an experience area, and various communities position themselves differently. A member of the Freeride World Tour, Fieberbrunn is the main skiing area,
specializing in free riding [11]. Hochfilzen focuses on biathlons, while St. Jakob in Haus and St. Ulrich am Pillersee offer relaxation, climbing, or husky racing. Waidring is connected to the Steinplatte skiing area and, in summer, is known for climbing [12].

Within the past decade, tourism research has addressed sustainability as a major topic for tourism planning and development [13,14]. As mentioned previously, to remain sustainable, a tourism destination faces a number of risks that must be managed to remain competitive in the long run [15,16]. One key factor in a sustainable development approach is including such stakeholders as the present and future host community [14], since various stakeholders contribute to a region’s tourism development [17]. In the recent past, the stakeholder theory has been used to argue for including all relevant stakeholders to secure long-term success [18]. According to the stakeholder theory, an organization should direct its strategy toward satisfying its stakeholders’ needs [19] and thus remain sustainable over time [20]. In managing all stakeholders, understanding stakeholder groups’ differing interests and relationships is essential [21]. As a result, stakeholder management emphasizes shared interests and relationships, while including the business environment [22].

However, gaps still exist in understanding relationships among various stakeholders and their interests’ interactions. In this study, one stakeholder group, namely family-business owners in the Pillerseetal district’s rural accommodation sector, are the research object. To evaluate family-business owners’ contribution to destination sustainability, this study investigates how they perceive risks and, more importantly, how they perceive their scope of action. This qualitative study’s aim is thus to analyze how family tourism businesses perceive their responsibility for addressing risk within their scope of action and how risk management is sometimes externalized to another destination stakeholder. Thus, data were analyzed to understand how family firms see their scope of action with regard to externalization of effects versus action taken within their own businesses. Insight into DMO stakeholder relationships and individual family firm owners are provided to contribute to better understanding of stakeholder views and relationships at tourism destinations. Therefore, this research might contribute to improved management of sustainable tourism development, once stakeholder groups’ scope of action is considered.

Family firms can be diverse in size and structure [23], but Tirol has mainly small- and medium-sized businesses (with no more than 250 employees) that are the object of this research. In investigating the Pillerseetal, one homogenous group of family firms is examined. In general, self-perception as a family-run business is regarded as essential for classification as a family business [24]. Moreover, this study defines a family business as one owning more than 50% of the firm with at least two family members working in it [25].

Next, the literature review on sustainable tourism development, stakeholder theory, and family firms is presented. Then, a section on method presents this study’s qualitative approach. For the results, four perceived main risks are described in detail to show family businesses’ perception of addressing risks. The discussion attempts to connect family firms’ risk perception to impact on sustainable tourism development. Before concluding, the article outlines the research’s limitations and implications.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Stakeholder Theory and Its Application to Sustainable Tourism Development

Historically, the stakeholder theory developed as an approach for addressing environmental changes and turbulence over the long run [26], and its aim was to facilitate management practices that capture multiple relationships among numerous groups influencing a firm’s strategic choices [20]. Hence, stakeholders are any group that can influence or be influenced by the organization’s objectives [27]. A firm’s vision and goals should therefore incorporate the needs of its stakeholder groups, thus enabling them to identify with the firm and, as a result, secure the firm’s sustainability. Businesses follow a stakeholder approach to create value for all stakeholders from a long-term
perspective [28]. This means the firm’s business management needs to understand relationships among stakeholders [26].

The stakeholder theory has descriptive, instrumental, and normative aspects [27]. It describes an organization “as a constellation of cooperative and competitive interests possessing intrinsic value” [27]. It is instrumental, providing a framework linking “the practice of stakeholder management and the achievement of various corporate performance goals” [27]. Lastly, it is normative because stakeholders are accepted as groups having an interest in the organization and vice versa, while they are intrinsically motivated [27]. Regarding research in the tourism field, some results support an instrumental perspective, while the normative perspective is neglected [29].

In tourism, the stakeholder theory can be applied to a destination, and many authors have identified different stakeholders contributing to the tourism product, among them many independent businesses [8,22]: “The DMO shall act as a facilitator to achieve the strategic objectives of the destination” [30]. As independent units, these businesses are operated by individual entrepreneurs, none of whom have dominant administrative power at the destination [6,31]. In tourism, however, research has long neglected private tourism businesses’ role in destination development and competitiveness [6,32]. The business’ fulfillment of all stakeholders’ interests results in significant long-term returns from tourism as a whole, thus enabling a destination’s sustainable development [33–35]. Thus, for tourism destinations, sustainable leadership and entrepreneurship are anchored in stakeholder-oriented management, rendering cooperation activities crucial for a destination’s development, sustainability, and longevity [36]. Destination planning and development [37–39] are key to a tourism destination’s long-term development prospects and ensure its competitiveness [40]. As for a tourism destination’s development and governance, today’s approach follows a relatively more inclusive, bottom-up understanding, in which businesses and local communities are encouraged to provide input into their destinations’ direction of development [41,42]. Formal structures, such as DMOs, are expected to facilitate such interaction [43].

According to Starik and Kanashiro [44], the sustainability theory explores the development of sustainability solutions that are “multi-level, systematically integrated (including their inputs, processes, outputs, and feedbacks), and multi-stakeholder-oriented” [44] (p. 17) and definitely applicable to tourism. In community-type destinations, tourism family businesses contribute to and shape the local economy’s sustainable development [45]. Hörisch et al. [46] thus argue that stakeholder theory and sustainability share many ideas and, although they are no guarantee, “encourage … paths leading toward sustainable development” [46] (p. 341) [14]. For sustainable tourism development, all stakeholders must be involved in the process [14,27]. Given that family businesses are the main provider of the tourism product embedded in community type destinations, they also need to be systematically integrated in the development of the vision and strategy of the destination [45,46]. However, trade-offs and conflicts might exist across different stakeholders [26,28]. Hence, it is essential to manage the relationships across stakeholders along their mutual interests as well as interdependencies [46]. The stakeholder and sustainability theories are about how to overcome challenges, conflicts, and trade-offs among stakeholders by addressing responsibilities and aligning interests – this also shows the fit between sustainability and stakeholder theory [28,46]. Thus, the success of these strategies crucially depends on the compliance of all individual stakeholders and their relationships within the destination, and results in creating value in a responsible, sustainable manner as well as synergies across stakeholders [46].

2.2. Family Firms as Major Tourism Stakeholders

Family-business research based on stakeholder theory suggests that family firms acquire more operational control and legitimacy or enrich their images as instrumental goals of adapting proactive stakeholder engagement [47,48]. A plethora of different concepts of proactive behaviors has been developed, including, for example, organizational spontaneity [49], personal initiative [50], intrapreneurship [51], contextual performance [52], and proactive behavior [47]. By encouraging
proactive stakeholder engagement, the family most supports stakeholders who increase family control and firm survival. In a normative stakeholder approach, the family acts through altruism and family values [23].

The tourism sector comprises various specific stakeholder groups, such as hotels, municipalities, event organizations, cable car companies, and DMOs [22]. Thus, tourism affects multiple stakeholders, for instance, the local population and tourism firms and authorities, which in functioning tourism planning have a shared vision for creating the tourism product [13,53]. Within the destination, different actors need to be coordinated [54]. For a large number of small- and medium-sized family businesses, a common strategic orientation is especially important [55]. In this setting, DMOs are responsible for coordinating firms’ communication and strategic orientation [18]. In addition, tourism research emphasizes social and environmental effects [29]. The interaction effects of strategy and corporate social responsibility (CSR) variables, such as selling intensity, community activities, and improving financial performance, while moderating strategy variables and diversity activities, positively influence environmental performance [29]. Commonly, various segments of tourism are studied, such as tourist carriers, attractions, accommodations, services, tourism marketing, and tourism regulators [56].

Tourism literature argues that research into the influence and coordination of multiple actors participating in strategy development needs to be more detailed [54,57]. The stakeholder theory acknowledges that shareholders influence a firm’s performance in the long run, while value creation is not solely reflected in profit maximization [29]. Various studies call for including all stakeholders in the development of a tourism product and its marketing [58]. Therefore, destinations should be seen as multifaceted networks including many firms, local residents, and regional authorities [54].

The reason for applying the stakeholder theory lies in the research suggestion that family firms are proactive in stakeholder engagement [23]. One reason is seen in their protection of socio-emotional endowments [59–61]. Prominently, the concept of socio-emotional wealth (SEW) suggests that family firms focus not only on financial goals, but also incorporate non-financial goals into decision-making to protect the family’s well-being [61–63]. This contributes to family firms’ different strategic orientation [64]. Family business research thus argues that family firms are more sustainable than non-family firms [65] and that they actively engage in CSR efforts [66]. The main body of literature supports family businesses as more socially responsible and caring about shareholder wealth—this works as a protective mechanism during crises and makes them more successful in the long run [67]. However, as Peake et al. [68] stated, although interest is growing in family firms’ socially responsible behavior, readiness for communicating and implementing marketing activities is still limited.

Additionally, tourism literature emphasizes the need to stay competitive and readily adaptable to a changing environment. Therefore, tourism stakeholders need to be aware of future trends and calculate risks and opportunities not only for their businesses, but also for the entire destination [19]. An organization thus sets strategic goals and emphasizes stakeholder relationships to secure sustainability [29]. Thereby, tourism literature proposes a proactive stakeholder approach to stay advantageously competitive [19]. For example, Chen and Dwyer [69] argue that place satisfaction increases residents’ proactive participation in regional tourism development. However, family firms decide between proactive and reactive strategies based on their goals and scope of action [70]. Bansal and Roth [71], for instance, showed that firms base their decisions on voluntary sustainability practices according to legitimation, competitiveness, and environmental responsibility. In a similar context, rural tourism family firms are motivated by ecological and social considerations in their sustainability decisions once they have guaranteed economic survival [3].

3. Method

This study conducts guided interviews with family firm CEOs (n = 47) living in Pillerseetal, Tirol. Usually, the family firm owners participated in the face-to-face interview. This approach offered the opportunity to analyze collected data for implicit, hidden attitudes, thus avoiding social bias in the responses [72]. Data collection occurred from June to October 2017, with all interviews conducted
in German and lasting from 30 to 50 minutes. Interviews were recorded on an audio voice recorder for transcription, and all audio files were transcribed into a usable text format and analyzed with MaxQDA [73]. The interview guideline was based on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis rationale [74,75], as perceived by family firms at the tourism destination. However, for this research, the interviews were analyzed only for perceived risks and did not include deep analysis of opportunities, strengths, or weaknesses.

The major criterion for categorization as a family business was the owners perceiving themselves as such [24]. Initially, \( n = 50 \) interviews were conducted since, at that point, we found data saturation was achieved, that is, no new information or themes were observed [76]. However, in three cases, firm owners declined to perceive the firm as a family business, so the three were excluded from data analysis. Generally, family firms are defined as family members holding over 50% ownership [25], and usually at least two family members actively participate in daily operations [25]. In 11 cases, family firms reported that other family members did not participate or participated only occasionally. However, they still considered themselves a family business, held the majority of ownership, and thus remained in the sample.

Qualitative data were analyzed using the coding software MaxQDA18. Following Saldaña [77], an in vivo strategy for first-cycle coding was applied to become familiar with the interviewees’ language and perspectives. Secondly, holistic coding improved the data overview. Finally, second-cycle coding consisted of eclectic and focused coding to extract the dataset’s main characteristics [77]. Two authors first coded the text corpus independently. Then, they merged the codes from the first coding cycle and discussed incoherent codes among team members until all researchers agreed. In cases of opposing viewpoints on a certain code, additional scientists were consulted to discuss them until all scientists agreed. Other studies have applied the same process to reach common understanding of coding in cases of opposing meanings [78]. Finally, all second-order themes were aggregated into abstract themes to create owner–managers’ perceptions of risks.

All firms in the study were operating in the tourism industry—11 were hotels, and 15 were apartments. Eight firms owned agricultural land and operated farms. Other interviewees, for instance, owned pubs or rented rooms, guesthouses, or camping sites. Documented annual revenues in the region were from 2,000 to 2,350,000 Euros.

Table 1 adds an overview of the dataset. Gender was distributed quite equally, with 27 female and 20 male participants. Interviewees’ average age was 50. Their roles were equally managers and business owners, while all were involved in the firms’ daily business activities. The firms themselves varied in size, with an average of five employees. The oldest business was founded in 1912, while the average firm was founded in the 1970s. CEOs’ ages were usually around 50, with the youngest CEO 28 and the oldest 76. The number of family members in leadership varied from one to three. Almost all family firms were fully family-owned businesses. The sample included 18 family firms in the first generation, 16 in the second, 10 in the third, and 3 in the fourth or a higher generation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>14.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founding year</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1912</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1978.60</td>
<td>25.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO age</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>49.64</td>
<td>10.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members in leadership</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family ownership (%)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.91</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generations</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Generation</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Generation</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Generation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Generation or greater</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Description of sample: tourism family businesses in the Pillerseetal region.
4. Results

As mentioned in the introduction, first, risks perceived by family firms were identified. As major categories, predominant risk areas extracted from the data included climate change, price dumping, hiring qualified labor, and destination development. In the following, the paper discusses how firms perceive these four topics. Others identified will not be discussed further.

While this study revealed no substantial differences in risk perception among generations of family firms or interviewees’ ages, future research should explore differences in risk perception and identification among generations. It would be interesting to discover whether family firms distinguished according to CEO tenure or to succession-planning vary in risk perception.

4.1. Climate Change

Numerous interviewees identified climate change as a major risk, because of the destination’s dependence on winter tourism, such as skiing holidays. For example: “If there is no [snow in] winter anymore, because of climate change . . . The only real risk is that the [snow fall during the] winter season is changing drastically. During the last years, this [snow fall] has already been less, however skiing was possible.” (Interviewee No. 073). Another interviewee stated: “And of course, these snow-free winters where the winter landscapes are not as fantastic as they used to be in the region, with 3–4 meters of snow on the rooftops. Altogether, it’s just a bit more challenging at the moment” (Interviewee No. 033). Owners perceived themselves as part of the destination when they addressed climate change. While the presence of climate change was identified as a risk, no opportunities were recognized in how to adapt to the changing environment at a firm level. Consequences for the future were addressed without considering a business model adaption: “If it does not snow anymore, then we remain with the summer season, just like in the past. And for the summer season alone, we unfortunately are too ‘low priced’, so that we cannot keep the business afloat with the summer season only. One would have to do a lot to rise prices” (Interviewee No. 018).

While climate change is perceived as a risk, the interviewees did not intend to take action against the changing business environment, but rather watched its development from a distance: “And what is also a big risk meanwhile is the amount of snow because it determines the start of the winter season. We also depend on how the mountain railway develops concerning artificial snow-making investments. In this regard, Fieberbrunn is already relatively well off.” (Interviewee No. 029). Rather than proactively suggesting alternative scenarios for the future, family firms perceived the shutdown of local, low-altitude skiing areas as a great risk, which they observed but considered outside their scope of action:

One risk, of course, is climate change, and that’s where the existence of the winter ski operations of the Pillersee mountain railway comes into play. This has also been the subject of discussion at the moment, because if the cable car goes bankrupt or limits its winter operations, because that has already been considered, then of course this may have an effect on the attractiveness of our location. ... The positive thing is that probably, but negotiations are currently under way, the mountain railway has found partners or investors to simply expand snow making and storage ponds once again, and also a new lift system in the ski area. So, the ski area is preparing for the future, for the next 15 years. (Interviewee No. 032)

Thus, ski area investments and expansion were seen as near-future chances to reduce the risk of climate change. However, no other action was considered to combat climate change, thus demonstrating a sometimes conscious neglect of long-term development. Some even brought forward the argument that snow security is higher today than a few years ago due to artificial snow making:

The only risk is the skiing area and the winter. But there was also a meeting, as mentioned by the business association, where climate studies were investigated. There were forecasts 20 years ago that it would no longer be possible to ski at this altitude (but you still can), that
were predicted 20 years ago. So I do not think it’s that dramatic for the next 10–15 years, and you cannot look into the future any further anyway. With artificial snow-making investments, it is even safer today than before and much more predictable than even 20–30 years ago, when artificial snow did not exist. Since the altitude of the skiing resort has always been an issue, today it is not so much anymore. Because, if there is no snow anywhere, then Ischgl or other higher altitude ski areas are just as bad off as we are. Then, it depends on the capacity of the snow making. (Interviewee No. 032)

While ski areas and their infrastructure were given high importance for the future, this was connected not only to climate change: “It would be a risk when the infrastructure facilities such as the skiing area Bergbahn Steinplatte no longer exist. Then, in the winter, everything would be gone; there would be nothing left” (Interviewee No. 080).

One interviewee proposed a soft tourism approach, while referring to the risk of losing winter tourism as an alternative: “The first risk is [having less snow in] the winter with [rising] temperatures. Snow and climate are the primary risks I already see. I see more future for summer tourism, such as soft summer tourism” (Interviewee No. 042). In most other cases, summer tourism was seen as a chance to develop and offset seasonality, rather than an approach to counterbalance decreasing winter tourism. The concept of soft tourism basically encompasses environmental and social compatibility, optimum wealth creation, and even establishing a new culture of traveling [79].

To sum up, climate change was clearly perceived and explicitly mentioned as a major risk for tourism business entrepreneurs in the future. However, interviewees’ statements revealed that this stakeholder group did not consider climate change a focus for risk management and demonstrated almost no effort in determining actions to address this risk. Rather, they focused on short- to mid-term symptoms, mainly lack of snow and actions by other stakeholders, for example, the DMO, the ski area, or cable car companies, to deal with these symptoms—mainly in the form of artificial snow. While family firms partially acknowledged that they are involved in discussions of the problem with the DMO, they expected the problem to be solved externally and remained reactive rather than proactive. The mention of switching to soft tourism as a proactive measure can also be seen as a more general strategic undertaking, independent of climate change as a specific problem.

4.2. Price Dumping

Throughout the interviews, price dumping at the destination was considered a major risk. Price dumping includes offering one’s own product at a price below the average, especially in the off-season. Smaller family firms worried about price pressure from larger hotels expanding their capacities: “I do not work for free; others already do, like the big hotels. I see the offer of a five-day all-inclusive holiday for 250 Euros, and I cannot keep up with this. I cannot do that, I do not do that, I work in vain, I do not like that, it is cheaper to leave” (Interviewee No. 087). This interviewee continued: “When people generally stay away [fewer visitors], then only the big hotels get booked. When they lower their prices, it is something to be scared of; the all-inclusive offers, including huge wellness areas… chain hotels that are built, not directly in Hochfilzen, but in the neighboring communities, e.g., Fieberbrunn, they are now building another one with 200 beds. They also have to be fully booked during summer. I know at which price level they are fully booked. And you simply cannot compete as a smaller [accommodation provider]” (Interviewee No. 087). Price dumping was therefore perceived as a risk within the stakeholder group. Clearly, the family firm owners identified themselves strongly with the risk and were affected directly. However, they blamed other family firms responsible for the situation.

Within the stakeholder group, price pressure was mentioned among smaller apartments and hotels, as well as from hotels that have to keep up with the increasing competition from other hotels. One interviewee described the pressure to offer better performance for the same price as risky to the industry:
I see price dumping as a great risk. And vice versa, not that it is too low-priced, but that performance is brutally increased. I think this development is fatal. I know a hotel that has an all-inclusive offer of 30 Euros per night. They work only with intermediaries probably, even privately, but above all, they have 500 or 600 beds, and there with the high number of beds it works, but only there it works. I say, this is lethal for small businesses, because you just cannot maintain the price performance [of chain hotels].

The interviewee continued: “I just think that some have implemented a new wellness area every 5 years and that is deadly when you turn off common sense because that alone does not matter at all. I have worked in a hotel that has had a huge indoor pool, but never ever have guests been inside” (Interviewee No. 049).

While interviewees revealed increased awareness about dumping prices, which degrades the destination’s profitability and reputation, none mentioned offering low prices themselves. Surprising in this context is that, quite inconsistently, owners frequently perceived expanding their businesses’ capacity as a major future opportunity to deal with this risk. At the same time, exploding bed numbers from larger hotels were perceived as a risk for the destination. One interviewee stated: “The camping sites are getting smaller. So we can fit six to ten guests more by using the same place. That’s all done, so I don’t have any more investments there” (Interviewee No. 031). Another thread of the argument examined at the destination level, with interviewees suggesting cooperative management of price wars: “The destination just lives again and everyone benefits; a community founded on giving and taking and not only price dumping and competition. When everyone is in tune, nothing will happen” (Interviewee No. 043). Thus, the family firm owners perceived themselves as able to manage the risk when working together.

In sum, quotations here show that competition, especially through low prices and capacity expansion, was perceived as a major risk by many firms. According to the interviewees, mostly smaller firms, especially apartments, have greater difficulty coping with low prices and the tendency to provide more extras. In contrast to climate change, interviewees clearly perceived price risk as the responsibility of CEOs who must set prices and consider investments to stay profitable. However, firms considered their opportunities for action as quite constrained for managing risk on their own and called for collective management within the stakeholder group. Throughout the interviews, the family firm owners did not mention the DMO as able to manage the risk of price dumping, while they saw the connection to destination brand management. One reason is that the Pillerseetal is not perceived as a strong brand compared to other well-known skiing areas, for instance, the high-priced destination Ischgl. Here, interestingly, risk was not externalized but seen as the firms’ core responsibility. However, the single firm appeared limited in its scope of action to prevent regional price dumping, and although they mentioned the opportunity for collective actions to rise prices, they remain passive in their risk management.

4.3. Qualified Labor

A central topic among the interviewees was the risk of finding qualified staff, which was described an industry-specific risk. One interviewee stated: “Staff shortage is also a risk. If I do not get a cook” (Interview No. 025). One interviewee states: “The risk is that I do not find qualified staff. This can be threatening our existence, when you cannot find any qualified labor” (Interviewee No. 079). Others told stories about staff shortages experienced in other firms: “That they could not find a maid. Staff is a big weakness, a huge weakness, but I believe for everyone. How many had to shut down their hotel because they did not get a cook in the winter? That’s bad, very bad. If you have to lock up because you cannot get any staff—it cannot get any worse, I think” (Interviewee No. 006). Owner–managers generalized the search for qualified labor as a structural problem of the tourism industry: “Employees? You no longer get qualified employees! That is a risk” (Interviewee No. 043). One interviewee addressed the image of the tourism industry as an inhibiting factor: “I do not think it [working conditions] is so bad now, because they also have to work on Sundays in hospitals. But,
it is the bad reputation [of the tourism industry] which is told to them already at high schools. Speaking about tourism so negatively at high schools where they tell everyone not to work in the tourism industry” (Interviewee No. 011). While the family firm owners reason staff shortage with tourism’s image problems, hard working conditions were rarely mentioned by the interviewees, who perceived staff shortage as an industry risk.

However, some interviewees related to staff shortage as a risk on the firm level, admitting demanding working conditions. One interviewee described difficult working days and hours in reference to the business: “We had a chef who was emaciated; he worked four to five weeks on the row before we managed to hire [a second] chef, so that the chef could have one day off” (Interviewee No. 058). This interviewee also regarded the responsibility of searching for qualified staff early enough before starting the season as a firm’s crucial competence. The interviewee owned one of the top-performing family firms at the destination and seemed strategically focused. In contrast to pushing staff shortage toward an industry-specific challenge, this family business owner was reflective about and proactive in his own contribution to keeping qualified staff. During the interview, appreciation of his staff and the fact that the business is also responsible for how it treats its employees to make them stay, emerged: “Of course, human resources management, I must say, is often a bit questionable among companies. I see it as teamwork. Without the employees, we do not succeed. That’s why you have to work together and make the best out of it. What I have heard of companies with poor staff management … that, of course, also gets back on you.” The strength of the company was expressed as a way to manage the risk of finding qualified labor by working as a team and paying staff a wage premium of 30–40% above the average wage:

This is the employee who performs great work in the right position. It may also be the bartender who communicates a bit more open-minded, the head waiter who has what it takes to care well for our guests, the maid who works clean, the chef at the buffet who may make a joke showing Tirolean hospitality. That’s all the familiar [atmosphere you can create]. (Interviewee No. 058)

In brief, finding staff is a major risk for firms and one they face during the season. Clearly, firm CEOs were aware of tourism’s tough working conditions, including long working hours, few days off during the season, and working on weekends and late at night. However, family businesses addressed this risk variously. Some owner–managers did not discuss their responsibility for improving working conditions. Rather, owners externalized staff shortage as a problem and perceived it as the tourism industry’s structural risk. No suggestions emerged on how to deal with it, and DMOs were not mentioned in this context. Others indicated the importance of dealing with this risk themselves, i.e., through expressing the importance of good human resource management. In this case, family businesses perceived the risk of finding qualified labor at the industry level, but as contributing to risk management at the firm level.

4.4. Destination Development and Marketing

Owner–managers perceived the risk of stagnating destination development. Even though family firms did not directly address the DMO as a stakeholder, they did show a sense of community and wished destination development to benefit all stakeholders:

When everyone is included, then nothing can happen. You will always have a situation where you will not be able to avoid that there is a black sheep [but this will not harm the destination, if everyone works together]. If locals appreciate their home region more again and will also consume more, go out to eat, this is just as important. (Interviewee No. 043)

The risk of stagnating destination development was also perceived as a chance for personal benefit: “I see opportunities for others and for myself in emphasizing the region. It is already strong but could be increased even more in promoting regional products and their purchase and emphasizing the regional
environment and the conscious living; simply promoting the regional economy more” (Interviewee No. 043). Thus, rather than delegating risk management to the DMO level, owner–managers perceived themselves as responsible for managing destination development.

One interviewee told the story of Leogang’s development to overcome risk of stagnating destination development. Today, Leogang outperforms Pillerseetal, but it was initially less developed. However, one interviewee regarded family firm owners’ action of forming a small, innovative community as responsible for its success, in contrast to the DMO being responsible for destination development: “The people of Leogang did not manage it, because the DMO was doing great, but because they sat together and discussed what they can offer with regards to new products and the companies have just reacted a bit more quickly and have invested more. That’s how I perceived it” (Interview No. 058).

Furthermore, interviewees addressed lack of marketing skills as a risk: “Advertising. Marketing is certainly our weakness” (Interviewee No. 078). However, they argued that small and medium structured firms struggle to have the financial resources to implement marketing efforts: “Then maybe it’s the advertisement; that I do not put enough effort in it. However, that’s all a matter of money” (Interviewee No. 031). Or: “And saying I hire someone just for the marketing activities is almost [too much] to bear for such a small business as mine is” (Interviewee No. 032). Another interviewee stated: “If we had more rooms, then it would be easier for us, and, of course, you can do more marketing” (Interviewee No. 044). Throughout, the interviewees did not connect lack of marketing to the DMO’s responsibilities. Only one time was Pillerseetal’s lack of reputation addressed independently of individual marketing performance: “The strength is the sunny and quiet location; the weakness is the unknown valley. That is, the unknown location and the much weaker demand for offers in our valley, due to being unknown” (Interviewee No. 058). When asked about the lack of marketing, the interviewees answered from a person-centered viewpoint, not mentioning the DMO’s responsibility to engage in marketing activities.

In short, family firms identified risks of stagnating destination development and the region’s lack of brand recognition. While the DMO’s core competences should be building a destination brand and its reputation and supporting its marketing, family firms did not perceive the DMO as responsible for marketing or destination development. They did not blame the DMO for their perceived risk of Pillerseetal’s weak brand recognition, but rather saw destination development as within their scope of action. Furthermore, they acknowledged their weaknesses in marketing as risky and focused on their community as an important factor in managing the lack of marketing. However, owners seemed to see individual and joint opportunities for proactive action to improve the destination’s current situation. Interestingly, this region’s actively participating DMO was perceived more positively than average [80]. Maybe perceived opportunities for proactiveness among stakeholders explain this positive attitude.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In the literature, stakeholders’ proactive behavior at a tourism destination is considered as contributing significantly to success in sustainable destination management [69]. As stated in the literature review, several approaches of proactivity exist [47,49–52]. In this empirical investigation of Pillerseetal, both proactive and reactive elements were found, possibly explained by the stakeholder theory framework. Stakeholders externalize some risks. Consequently, they see limited scope for their own actions and are only reactive, as in this example with climate change, price dumping, and staff shortage. In contrast, they tend to internalize other risks, like brand development and marketing, along with “bringing the village back to life” and, consequently, make more proactive statements. This also reveals that family owners follow a normative stakeholder approach due to altruism and family values [23].

Asking family owners which future risks they perceive aided understanding of this special stakeholder group and how they are linked to destination development. Regarding the identification of climate change as a risk, family business owners rely on investments for existing ski areas. In doing so, they do not recognize opportunities to change their business models and develop new competitive
advantages. This contradicts previous findings [27]. Instead, they focus on other stakeholders’ risk management to guarantee a continuing winter tourism season. Thus, managing the risk of climate change is not perceived as lying within a family firm’s scope of action but is externalized to the DMO.

At the destination, price dumping is perceived as a major risk hindering its development. However, especially the stakeholder group of smaller accommodation providers attacked larger hotels’ dumping strategies, implying differences in interest within accommodation providers’ stakeholder group. Paradoxically, owners also considered increasing their business capacity as a future opportunity to deal with price dumping. During interviews, family firm owners also mentioned the community and appeared socially-oriented. This is congruent with the SEW theory, which sees family firms as embedded in their social environment and showing stronger responsibility toward society, and particularly toward the local community [63,66]. However, they did not connect risk of stagnating destination development with overcapacity in potentially expanding their own businesses. This contradicts d’Angella and Go [18], who found the relationship between single tourism providers and the DMO crucial for long-run competitiveness.

Previous research showed that the hospitality industry records higher levels of labor shortage and turnover than other sectors [81,82]. One major reason for this might have roots in the bad employer image of the hospitality industry, which must often rely on unskilled labor to meet the shortage [83]. However, rather than taking responsibility as employers, risk is externalized as a tourism industry structural issue. This is particularly interesting, since family businesses are usually characterized by particular sustainability efforts, stability, and social working conditions [84]. Finally, regional development’s stagnation and local restaurants’ shutdowns were perceived as major destination risks. Surprisingly, family firms do not externalize these risks for DMO solution. Rather, family firms feel responsible for their region’s development. This can be traced to the SEW construct referring to family firms’ non-economic goals and social responsibility toward the municipality and, in this case, the tourism destination [23,61–63]. Equally, lack of marketing skills is considered a firm-related risk not externalized to the DMO. In this case, a possible explanation is that the DMO was merged. Historically, five independent DMOs were responsible for the areas of Fieberbrunn, Hochfilzen, St. Jakob in Haus, St. Ulrich am Pillersee, and Waidring [80]. This runs contrary to previous studies, which called for including all stakeholders in development of a tourism product and its marketing and for certifying the DMO’s major marketing role [58].

Before concluding, the study’s limitations will be discussed. First, the qualitative data examined family firms exclusively, making comparison to non-family firms impossible. Secondly, due to the small- and medium-sized structure of family businesses at the destination, drawing conclusions about larger firms seems inappropriate. Additionally, the generalizability of data to other destinations needs yet to be proven, given that owners at a single destination were interviewed. Furthermore, the results’ subjectivity or the researcher’s over-involvement in the interviewing situations might also be regarded as limitations, as with any qualitative data, because owners were very talkative and sometimes strayed from the given topic. For future research, a multiple case study approach would improve external validity. While this study revealed no substantial differences in risk perception among different generations of family firms or ages of interviewees, future research should explore risk perception and identification along the generations. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether family firms that distinguish according to CEO tenure or succession-planning vary in risk perception.

This study offers some practical implications for improving sustainable tourism development; these are differentiated according to unit of analysis—firm level versus destination level.

At the firm level, family businesses should engage in employer branding strategies to resolve labor shortages, regarded as a major risk. To improve existing employees’ quality, training programs could be offered, and work–life balance, e.g., a five-day-week, should be considered. Regarding price dumping, specialized offers for specific target groups provide potential for differentiation strategies.

At the destination level, since family firm owners mention price dumping as a major risk, a strong brand can improve the destination-wide price level. A practical implication relates to brand
building, which is the DMO’s core competence and responsibility. Branding results in enhancing the entire destination’s reputation. Moreover, since small family firms in rural tourism are captive to their operations and thus can devote little time to strategic planning, stakeholder engagement between the DMO and family firms needs to be strengthened in the long run. Another practical implication relates to climate change, clearly perceived as a major risk for business entrepreneurs. Given that family firm owners externalized this risk, the tourism destination’s other stakeholders, for instance, the DMO, the ski, and cable car companies, might need to take action. More generally, owner-managers also need to develop common strategies in cooperation with the DMO, because single family firms do not have the capability and capacity to develop the tourism destination sustainably. Thus, collaboration among stakeholders, especially with the local DMO and other family firms, is highly recommended [85].

Finally, this study provides insight into the risk perception of family businesses operating in the tourism sector. For sustainable tourism development, this is essential since risk must be managed to secure the destination’s long-term success. From a stakeholder perspective, the Pillerseetal destination revealed that owners externalize some, but not other, risks for other stakeholders’ management. These points indicate room for improving Pillerseetal’s performance, especially by the DMO tapping into family firms’ apparent willingness to participate in the community. On the other hand, the externalization of mid-term action for addressing effects of climate change might be considered a sign of the DMO’s successful work. The DMO could probably leverage its stakeholders’ satisfaction to address the strategically important features of labor shortage and price dumping. However, these are more difficult risks to address because various stakeholders’ interests diverge.

These results point to a more complex relationship than the literature previously assumed in sharing responsibilities and activity between the DMO and its stakeholders. Stakeholders address various risks very differently because they perceive those risks differently. The crucial dimensions seem to be the time horizon of risks, the range of possible actions, whether needed actions are considered the entrepreneurs’ responsibility, and whether different stakeholders’ interests diverge. If interests align, as in the case of climate change, and actions are not considered core business activities, then responsibility is happily assigned to the DMO. In diverging interests, as in price dumping and labor shortage, this is not true, but firms remain reactive, nevertheless. Although typically the DMO’s responsibility, interestingly, proactiveness was suggested in marketing and destination development. More research is needed to discover which general lessons can be learned for stakeholder engagement in destination development. A quantitative approach would definitely be of benefit in testing some of our findings and also result in more rigorous data, which might help derive further implications on both the family business and the destination levels.
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